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The Newsletter of the Northern Illinois Hosta Society
I S S U E

2016/2017 CALENDAR AT A
GLANCE



Sept 18, Pot Luck & Annual Mtg,
Lombard



Dec 4, Holiday Party, Crystal Lake



Jan 21, 2017, MRHS Winter Conference, Naperville



June 7-11, 2017 , AHS National
Convention, Indianapolis



June 22 -24, 2017 MRHS 2017 Convention, Kansas City
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President’s Letter
What an exciting time in the life of
our society! The American Hosta
Society has officially recognized the
hosta garden NIHS has created at
Cantigny Park as an AHS National
Hosta Display Garden! This has
been successful because of the hard
work and dedication of so many people: Members, vendors, and others
who provided the plants for the garden; an enthusiastic cadre of NIHS
volunteers who have planted and
maintained them; and the horticulture staff members at Cantigny who
have provided support every step of
the way. Special thanks to Lou Horton for the vision that got the project
going. Give yourself a huge pat on
the back, everyone. This could not
have happened without YOU.
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Ours is the 25 national display garden and it is located in the largest
metropolitan area of any of them,
giving us the potential to reach large
numbers of hosta lovers. Even now
many people who visit Cantigny enjoy coming to the hosta garden.

Mark Zilis, auctioneering at our August fund
raiser. Mark & co-auctioneer Jeff Miller helped
raise over $3,500 for NIHS.
Ron Asselborn photo

There is much yet to do in the garden
to make it into the showplace it will
ultimately become. We want to add
permanent paths, hardscape, more
plants, and additional signage. Much
of this will have to wait until Cantigny’s park renovation in the garden
area is complete. That may be a year
or two, which gives us plenty of time
to plan, but I’m hopeful that we can
continue to make progress during
this period. continued next page
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HAPPENINGS

Opportunity to
Contribute - Urgent!

More excitement was generated by this year’s auction fundraiser on August 14. About 75 people attended, and 61 of
them obtained bidder numbers, though not all of them actually bid. Mark Zilis, our excellent auctioneer since 2014 was
joined this year by Jeff Miller of Land of the Giants Hosta
Farm. Together they brought in yet another record amount
for NIHS—over $3500! Great job, fellas!
Many members pitched in to make the auction a success.
Jim Morrow, Mike Kraus, and Gary Antonich helped with the
staging and presentation of plants. Floyd Rogers used his
computer skills to keep track of the plants, prices and buyers. Betsy Rogers and Judi Asselborn provided backup.
Andy Campbell helped them at checkout time. Colleen
Graudins managed the bargain plant table, while Lenny
Kraus and Faith Campbell ran the very successful raffle.
Nancy Bodinet, Tony Kwiatkowski and Sherrie Hughes provided refreshments. Newsletter Editor Ron Asselborn was
the official photographer. Mike Krueger provided his plant
expertise. Sincere thanks to all who helped, and to all the
members and vendors who donated plants. Without you,
there is no auction.
Lynn Walsh, one of our newer members, came forward
about a month before the auction to fill our vacant Publicity
Director position. She did a terrific job of publicizing the
event, which helped entice the record number of people to
come and participate. Thank you for your efforts, Lynn.
Now that the busy summer season has drawn to a close, it’s
time to think about the future. The NIHS Annual Meeting on
Sunday, September 18, is a time to review what we have
done in the past year and look forward to the next. The
board would welcome your thoughts about what you would
like the society to be doing in 2017 and beyond. Are you
satisfied with our current programs? Should we add others,
like seminars or workshops? Should we shelve any events
that are now part of our annual program? The annual
meeting is the occasion to suggest such changes, then approve the program and the budget. More details of this important event appear later in this newsletter. So do plan to
come, have some fun—enjoy great food, visit with friends,
swap plants—and have a say in the future of NIHS.

Barbara

Webmaster Wanted, We need
you if you are interested in learning
how to maintain and update our NIHS
website. It’s important to have more
than one person available who has
website experience or is willing to
learn. Mike Kraus will train you to be a
Webmaster. Contact Mike at
NI.hosta@gmail.com or 815-356-8569.
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New Member Welcome!!
A special welcome to our newest
hostaphiles!

Hosta Walk Garden Hosts, Our Pro-

gram VP, Mark Rekoske, is always looking for
special gardens for hosta walks. If you know of
such gardens, or if you have one, please contact Mark at marekoske@gmail.com.

Hold the Date, Our annual Holiday Par-

ty will be in Crystal Lake this year. Hosts
Mike & Lenny Kraus are expecting you for
this festive occasion. Plan on Sunday Dec 4
@ 1:00 pm.

Judy Althoff, Geneva
Casey Baldin, Glen Ellyn
Diane Barrowman & David Trollope, Naperville
Linda Dietz, Elburn
Ardon & Ilan Efrat , Naperville
Mabel Goddard, Lily Lake
Ann Holt Harris, Geneva
Bill & Adrienne Horn, Crystal Lake
Kristin Lambert, Naperville
Jeff Miller, Milton, WI
Roger & Debbie Mock, Elgin
Jodie Nord, Elgin
Mary Schluchter, Elburn

Join the NIHS by contacting Mike Kraus, Membership Chairman, 6311 Carrie Ct, Crystal Lake,
IL 60014 with your check for $20. Please include your name(s), address, phone #, and current email address.
Family membership dues of $20 for 2 years
include email versions of 4 newsletters.
Email us at NI.hosta@gmail.com. Call Mike at
815-356-8569. Visit our website @
www.NorthernIllinoisHostaSociety.org and
visit us on Facebook.

Elizabeth Smartt , Elmhurst
Wanda Supanich & Dana Winter, Libertyville
Judy Thompson, Maple Park

NORTHERN ILLINOIS HOSTA SOCIETY
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Cantigny Update - Now AHS National Hosta Display Garden!!
By Barbara King

OUR HOSTA GARDEN AT CANTIGNY PARK IN WHEATON IS NOW OFFICIALLY AN AHS NATIONAL HOSTA DISPLAY
GARDEN!!! On August 30, we received word that the American Hosta Society board has unanimously approved our
application for this designation.
Congratulations and many, many thanks to all the NIHS members who have made this possible. First recognition must
go to Lou Horton whose idea it was to approach Cantigny in 2011 about jointly creating the garden. Since 2012 many
members and vendors have donated plants. NIHS volunteers have planted and nurtured the 200 hostas and countless companion plants that make it a beautiful and peaceful space within the park. More details and a full list of contributors will appear in the next NIHS newsletter.

SEE AN ARRAY OF 33 PHOTOS SHOWING THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE GARDEN AT https://
cantignyahshostagarden.shutterfly.com/pictures/56

NORTHERN ILLINOIS HOSTA SOCIETY
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NIHS ANNUAL MEETING SEPTEMBER 18
Pot Luck, Plant Swap, and Business Meeting

This year’s annual meeting--the occasion for approving the 2017 budget and
program, and electing officers—will be on September 18 at 1:00 pm at Trinity
Lutheran Church in Lombard where our hosts will be Arlene and Bruce Solyom.
(See directions below.)
There is always fun to be had at our annual meetings. We begin with a potluck
lunch that’s a treat because of the excellent offerings of many talented NIHS
cooks. This is also a welcome opportunity to visit old NIHS friends and meet
new ones.
Next comes the business meeting, which we try to keep brief. Treasurer Andy
Campbell will present the proposed budget, and VP Mark Rekoske will go over
next year’s program of events before seeking members’ approval. To conclude, we will elect officers. Members may ask questions and provide input at
any stage. The proposed budget and the Report of the Nominating Committee have already been
sent to you; please bring them along if you want to refer to them.
Our annual plant swap concludes the day’s festivities. If you want to participate—please do, because the more the merrier, as they say—bring a hosta or other plant that you are willing to trade for
another. Make sure it is pest- and disease-free and potted far enough in advance that it has recovered from transplant shock. Bring more than one, if you like! You may choose one plant for each
one you bring.
Please contact NIHS Hospitality Chair Nancy Bodinet at 847-550-0897 or bodinet@sbcglobal.net to
let her know that you are coming and the dish you will bring to pass: appetizer, salad, side dish, or
dessert. Main dish, beverages, and tableware are provided.
PLEASE COME – LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING YOU THERE!
DIRECTIONS: Trinity Lutheran Church is at 1165 South WestmoreMeyers Road, at the northeast corner of the intersection with Route
38, Roosevelt Road. To get there from I-88, the East-West Tollway,
get off at the Highland Avenue exit and go north to Route 38, then
east (right) to Westmore-Meyers Road. Turn left and proceed to the
parking lot on the north side of the church, which will be on your
right. Enter the church building from the parking lot.
From I-355, get off at the Route 38-Roosevelt Road exit and go east
on Route 38 to Westmore – Meyers Road. Turn left and proceed as
above.

5
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Lou Horton Receives the De Etta Montgomery Award at the
MRHS Convention
Lou Horton was recognized for the De
Etta Montgomery award for outstanding service to the Midwest Region. The convention was held in
Champaign, IL in July.
Lou served four terms as president of
the NIHS from 2003 to 2011.
For over 15 years Lou has served as a

University of Illinois Extension Master
Gardener in the DuPage County unit.
He is regularly called on to present
educational programs to gardening
groups where he shares his love of
hostas.
Lou served as president of MRHS from
2007 to 2010 and also had served as
vice-president of MRHS For over six
years Lou has spearheaded the MRHS
Winter Conference (formerly the Winter Scientific Meeting) and has consistently presented a program of outstanding speakers appealing to hostaphiles of varying levels of experience. Lou is an active member of the
West Chicago Garden Club. His goal is
Lou Horton & Cindy Tomashek, President of MRHS
Barry Ankney photo
to promote hostas amongst various
gardening communities.
tion. For over 10 years Lou has maintained a webHis West Chicago Garden, Acorn Hollow, has repeatedly
site featuring his hosta garden that included many
been a tour garden for local and regional garden walks.
educational features. He sells large divisions of
His garden displays some of the largest hostas seen.
newer hostas at his home on various sale dates
Several years ago, when no society had stepped up to
each year that helped support his hosta habit and
host the 2013 MRHS convention, Lou pushed the board
exposed visitors to many newer varieties.
and membership of the NIHS to volunteer. On rather
Lou helped lead the effort to create a hosta garshort notice he worked to put together a committee
den at Cantigny Park. This garden has now been
and negotiated a venue to put on a successful convendesignated an AHS National Hosta Display Garden.

.

Closeout Sale!!
As I will cease vending hostas at the end
of this season, I am offering a flat rate
price on all of the 50+ large hostas left
in my nursery beds.
The price is $30 per plant and you dig it.
Hours by appointment only. Call me at
630-293-7735.
Lou Horton
1N735 Ingalton Ave, West Chicago, IL

Advertise to our gardening enthusiasts who
love to buy plants - especially hostas! Contact
Ron Asselborn at rasselborn5@gmail.com
Per issue

Per Year—4 issues

Full Page

$60

$150

1/2 Page

$35

$90

1/4 Page

$20

$55
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Wherever you go, no matter what
the weather, always bring your
own sunshine.
Anthony J. D'Angelo

“A garden is a grand teacher. It teaches
patience and careful watchfulness; it
teaches industry and thrift; above all it
teaches entire trust.” Gertrude Jekyll

Midwest Region Hosta Society
Visit: www.midwesthostasociety.org/
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Let’s

Talk Hostas

By Tom Micheletti
I hope you have been keeping up with watering.
While the spring was nice and moist, it has dried up as
summer progressed. I know you may be tired of dragging hoses around your yard, but late summer is when
hostas benefit from extra water if Mother Nature
doesn’t cooperate. In their native environment fall is
when hostas receive most of their annual moisture.
Since they are used to wet autumns, don’t give up on
the watering.
Late summer is when those pesky brown streaks
begin to appear between the veins on the leaves of hostas in our area. If you see them then that may be a sign
of foliar nematodes. You can do an internet search as to
the type of foliar nematode, symptoms, and learn more
about them. However, the American Hosta Society has
just completed a 2 year study to learn about the life cycle of these worms and to try to find something that will
control them. At this summer’s AHS convention, Dr. Parwinder Grewal, the author of the study was one of the
speakers. He summed up the results of the study and
answered questions from the audience. You can read
the final report at www.hosta.org, the American Hosta
Society website. It is in the member’s only section so
you do have to be a member. Hmm! Another benefit of
being a member of the AHS! Lots of information!
However I will give you a brief summary of what
he found. They found that foliar nematodes do not overwinter as eggs in soil or plant tissue. They overwinter as
juveniles or adults in below ground hosta tissue and
dead leaves. A very good reason to clean the dead
leaves from your garden each fall! In the spring when
temperature and moisture are right they migrate up the
petioles of hosta leaves and enter openings in the
leaves. Many chemicals were tested and a few were
found to have beneficial results, some of which are readily available to the home gardener. Interestingly boiling
water, poured over the plants as a drench, and that
means a lot of water not just a sprinkling, in the spring
just as the hostas are beginning to emerge, was as effec-

tive as the chemicals. The main chemical that was
found to have control over nematodes, and is available
to the home gardener, was Nemakill. I am not endorsing any product, just reporting the findings. You can do
an internet search to find out more about Nemakill.
Foliar nematodes spread from plant to plant on
a thin film of water or by splashing from rain or overhead watering. If you have a plant that is severely infected then it is prudent to remove that plant from
your garden and keep an eye on nearby plants as they
may have become infected as well. One question Dr.
Grewal received was about removing leaves from a
plant that showed foliar nematode symptoms. He said
it would reduce the population of nematodes, but not
remove them entirely as there may be more in other
leaves.
What does all this mean? It does give some
hope to control foliar nematodes. It seems the best
practices are good fall clean-up of dead leaves. Remove
them from the garden and don’t compost them.
Drenching plants that have shown nematode damage
in previous years, with boiling water just as hostas are
emerging in spring, may help reduce populations. This
may have to be done in subsequent years to get good
control. Also removing an occasional infected leaf may
help reduce populations in plants, avoid spreading
them to other plants, but won’t eliminate them.
I am not the expert on this subject, nor am I
endorsing any product or procedure. I am merely trying
to recap the research and give you all some sort of idea
on how you may be able to control foliar nematodes in
your garden. As mentioned you can read the study report on the AHS website and form your own conclusions. As with many things there is not a magic bullet
that will fix a problem with one application. It takes
persistence, patience, and observation to help reduce
problems in our gardens.

NORTHERN ILLINOIS HOSTA SOCIETY
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Hosta Auction Festivities
August 2016

The Hosta and Companion Plant sale was a very
festive affair with nearly
100 attendees. Our volunteers (named in Barbara
King’s President’s Letter)
helped raise $3,500 for
NIHS programs.
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Hosta Auction Festivities
continued

Photos by Ron Asselborn
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Some Fragrant Hosta
56 hosta are officially registered as having fragrant flowers) of these, only 27 are actually available/genetically
stable/and truly fragrant - see below.


‘Iron Gate Delight’/V. Sellers 1981 (H. plantaginea
x H. ‘Tokudama Aureonebulosa’)



‘Iron Gate Glamour’/V. Sellers 1981 (H.
plantaginea x H. ‘Tokudama Aureonebulosa’)



‘Mistress Mabel’/E. Lachman 1995 (H. ‘Beatrice’
F6 x H. ‘Blue Moon’) x H. plantaginea)



‘Old Faithful’/O. Petryszyn 1991 (H. plantaginea x
H. ‘Old Faithful’)



‘Royal Accolade’/B. Zumbar 1986 (H. ‘Royal
Standard’ mutation)



‘Royal Standard’/Wayside 1965 (H. plantaginea
hybrid)



‘So Sweet’/P. Aden 1986 (H. ‘Fragrant Bouquet’ x
Aden #462)



‘Sombrero’/B. Savory 1991 (H. ‘Honeybells’ hybrid)

‘Fragrant Bouquet’ (top right)/P. Aden 1982 (H.
‘Fascination’ x H. ‘Summer Fragrance’)





‘Sugar and Cream’/M. Zilis 1984 (H. ‘Honeybells’
mutation)

‘Fragrant Gold’/P. Aden 1982 (H. ‘Sum and Substance’
hybrid)





‘Sugar Babe’/B. Solberg 1996 (H. ‘Iron Gate Supreme’ x H. ‘Saishu Jima’)

‘Fragrant Tot’/P. Aden 1982 (H. ‘Amy Aden’ hybrid)





‘Fried Bananas’/B. Solberg 1994 (H. ‘Guacamole’ mutation)

‘Summer Fragrance’/K. Vaughn 1983 (H.
plantaginea x H. Vaughn 73-2)





‘Fried Green Tomatoes’/B. Solberg 1995 (H.
‘Guacamole’ mutation)

‘Sweet Jill’/H. Benedict 1986 (H. plantaginea x H.
‘Tokudama’ hybrid mutation)





‘Garden Bouquet’/V. Sellers 1983 (H. ‘Iron Gate Bouquet’ mutation)

‘Sweet Marjorie’/H. Benedict 1983/ (H.
plantaginea x H. ‘Ginko Craig’)





‘Guacamole’ (bottom right)/B. Solberg 1994 (H.
‘Fragrant Bouquet’ mutation)

§ ‘Sweet Susan’/F. Williams 1958 (H. plantaginea
x H. sieboldii)





‘Honeybells’/Cumming 1950 (H. plantaginea x H.
sieboldii)

§ ‘Sweetie’/P. Aden 1988 (H. ‘Fragrant Bouquet’ x
‘Fragrant Candelabra’)





‘Hoosier Harmony’/Indiana Hosta Society 1995 (H.
‘Royal Standard’ mutation)

§ ‘Warwick Essence’/G. Jones 1993 (H. ‘Northern
Halo’ x H. plantaginea)



‘Invincible’/P. Aden 19861 (H. Aden 314 x Aden 802)



‘Aphrodite’ (above right) /Japan NR (H. plantaginea
mutation…a double flower)



‘Austin Dickinson’/E. Lachman 1992 (H. ‘Resonance’ x
H. plantaginea)



‘Bennie McRae’/N. Suggs 1989 (H. plantaginea hybrid)



‘Buckwheat Honey’/H. Benedict 1984 (H. plantaginea
x H. ‘Ginko Craig’)



‘Curley Top’/H. Benedict 1985 (H. ‘Ginko Craig’ x H.
plantaginea)



‘Diana Remembered’/J. Kulpa 1997 (H. ‘Seventh
Heaven’ mutation)



‘Emily Dickinson’/E. Lachman 1987 (H. ‘Neat Splash’
hybrid x H. plantaginea)



‘Fragrant Blue’/P. Aden 1988 (H. 8413 x H. 8270)



Courtesy of the Illinois Prairie Hosta Society newsletter September 2015.
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Hennessey Hosta Garden Walk
July 31 Naperville

Cindy Hennessey (top left photo) created lush gardens
with a mix of sun and shade plants. She uses a variety
of companion plants to set off her hostas.
Photos Ron Asselborn
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Welker Hosta Garden Walk July
31 Naperville

Photos Ron Asselborn

Sue Welker (top right & top left)
welcomes visitors and shows off her
garden ornaments and garden vignettes. Whimsical and fun!
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Propagating Hostas by Division Cutting
by Dr. Bill Roston

Several years ago, along about the first of September, I
was gazing out across the gardens and thought to myself,
“What a waste! When frost comes, all these beautiful
hosta are going to turn to mush.” So I decided to take 100
cuttings. I cut the divisions off right at the top of the
crown, set the divisions in moist peat moss in one-gallon
pots, then set the pots in a pan of water. In two or three
weeks, 78 of the 100 divisions were starting to develop
root systems. While splitting the hosta, I had broken a
few of the divisions off without any roots. I threw some
into the spring and in a couple of weeks they started to
develop roots. I potted these divisions and put them in
the greenhouse for two months to let their roots develop.
I then put them outside and let them freeze. The next
spring, they came back to life. What did I do? I had 78
more hosta than I would have had if I hadn’t taken the
cuttings. The plants that I took the cuttings from came
back like they normally do.
The following spring, after the growth started, I selected
one Hosta ‘Allen P. McConnell’ that was in a pot and had
30 divisions. On the 10th of April, I cut off all these divisions and rooted 29 of them. This stimulated the dormant
eyes of (the hosta) to start growing again. In six weeks, I
was able to cut 20 more divisions off that one plant. They
all rooted. Would you believe that I was able to take 12
more cuttings off that same plant that summer? I did fertilize the plant and I took the crown and planted it in the
garden. The next spring, it came back with 18 divisions. I
obtained 61 new plants from that one plant that summer.
With division splitting, the standard method of crown
propagation, I might have obtained only 25 new plants
from that one potted plant.
While I was experimenting with the potted ‘Allen P.
McConnell’, I went through the gardens and took 2,500
divisions from other plants. There was no noticeable

difference on
the plants in
the gardens
after taking
these cuttings. The vast majority of divisions (over
90 percent) rooted. You can take cuttings without
slicing the plant from the ground. Just cut off the
divisions at the top of the crown. You don’t bother
the root system. This is important for the growth of
new divisions. Take the cutting and dip it into root
hormone and set it in wet peat moss. Any sterile soil
mix will work. Use a sterile knife and 10 percent
bleach between cuttings. Keep your peat moss or
sterile soil moist while roots are developing.
Sometimes when you cut off a division, there will
already be roots on it. These accessory roots grow
above the crown. If the top of the crown is fairly
deep, you will have more of these accessory roots. If
there are a lot of leaves on the division, most of
them will die and the plant cutting will look as if it
too will die. It will live.
We are presently in our third year of division
cuttings. We are doing research on the effect of
cutting the divisions off and the effect this has on
the dormant eyes in the base of the leaf stem. It
doesn’t appear to affect the next year’s division
numbers by cutting off the dormant eyes. In a few
cases, even the dormant eyes that are cut off will
start growing roots. Next year, we will know more
about dormant eyes. Want more hostas? Try division cutting.
Reprinted from the “Show Me Hostas” newsletter of the
St. Louis Hosta Society approximately 2013
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Bill Horn’s Hosta Garden Walk
July 31, Crystal Lake

Bill & Adrienne Horn (top left photo, center)
opened their spectacular garden in Crystal Lake
and offered hostas for sale. Another lovely day
for a hosta garden walk. Photos Ron Asselborn

NIHS Membership Secretary
6311 Carrie Ct
Crystal Lake, IL 60014

The Northern Illinois Hosta
Society is dedicated to educating the public and promot-

Left to right - Sue Welker discusses her gardening style with Barbara
King, Janet Simpson, & Penny Fulkerson.

ing the use of hosta in the
landscape. NIHS serves the
people of Northern Illinois
and surrounding areas.

We’re on the web ! www.NorthernIllinoisHostaSociety.org
Visit us on Facebook
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Cindy Hennessey mixes hosta and monarda (bee balm).

